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Voltron is back in a new hit Netflix series, Voltron Legendary Defender, from DreamWorks

Animation! Donâ€™t miss this ultimate collectorâ€™s guide for Voltron fans, new and old!Learn all

about what it takes to be a Paladin of Voltron in this epic guide to the hit Netflix series, Voltron

Legendary Defender! Discover all the fun facts about Voltron and the surprising connection Emperor

Zarkon has to the Black Lion. Explore the Castleship and its home base on Arus, meet the five

Paladins of Voltron, and unearth the truth about the Kerberos Mission. Finally, take a quiz and find

out which Lion you would pilot as a defender of the universe! This full-color guide is a must-have for

any Paladin-in-training! DreamWorks Voltron Legendary Defender Â© 2017 DreamWorks Animation

LLC. TM World Events Productions, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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Pretty much a recap of the information seen in the series, and not even an in-depth one. A couple of

errors (the picture listed for Shay is one of her brother Rax - seriously, did/have the editors even

WATCHED this show?). Would have been much much better with some new custom artwork rather

than stock images floating around since forever. The only things I found truly interesting where the

random commentary from the paladins and confirmation on what Altean time measurements

translate to on Earth. If you have to choose between this and the comics, pick the comics. At least



they introduce new things to the universe.

My brother pre-ordered this for me since he currently has prime and I do not. Anyways, I think the

book is really high quality and it was only 5-7 bucks so I really can't complain. I think the person who

got some bad quality pages probably was unlucky. I took some pictures of the same pages so you

can compare them.Overall, I'm happy with my purchase. It has a lot of nice info and I think it's cute

how the paladins added their own notes on the pages. There's also a quiz at the end :)

With Voltron as a global fandom, I'm glad the new chapter books are available on digital platform.

For kids of all ages, this is a fun read to explore the new universe / Netflix Dreamworks version,

Voltron Legendary Defender. It's a great time to be a Voltron fan!

The book itself was interesting (info only pertains to the first two seasons) however the quality of

some of the pages was not good. There was lack of a sealant or whatever it is used to make pages

shine on some of the character pages and the paper was rough and discolored in those areas. In

other areas there were sticky specks on the pages that could be scratched off. In the photo of the

yellow lion pages you can see the difference between the discolored page and the normal page.

Smaller than I was expecting, but it doesn't take away from the product! The information is great

content for fans who want more series lore to chew on, and you can feel a lot of the personality of

the characters through the information provided inside the book. I'm so happy with my purchase! I

knew I had to have it the minute I saw it go up for pre-order! If you're a huge fan of VLD, it's a

must-buy!

daughter loves it

I haven't gotten this book yet but I did order it, and I've noticed that people have been complaining

about the info and all that stuff, dude it's a 7$ book don't complain if you paid 20$ then yes complain

but really just be happy you have it

The book arrived a little nicked along the bottom edges, but the inside content looks perfectly fine!
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